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ig Red Safe Locks
offers a competitively
priced alternative to
mechanical combination safe locks. Only recently
introduced to the market,
this company currently offers
several flavors of Group 2 and
Group 2M combination locks,
with a similar base construction
to the Sargent and Greenleaf
6730. While the name might not
be familiar to many locksmiths,
those who frequently service
safes may soon encounter Big
Red’s signature feature: bright
red anodized aluminum wheels.

about the company and its origins.
Mike began in the industry
working for the Los Angeles
public school system, one which
employed 27 full time locksmiths.
Mike’s job was to service the
countless safes in the school district, which were constantly being
vandalized during burglaries and
burglary attempts. Soon thereafter, he started a company called
Armadillo Floor Safes. A selfproclaimed “lunch box engineer”
with no formal training, this was
Mike’s first foray into the design
of safe hardware. This company
was successful and was ultimately
sold to Armor Safe Tech in 1990.

The company’s founder, Mike
Walsh, recently spoke with me

Fast forward a number of
years and Mike is working on
bringing a new combination lock

1. The 2030, Big Red’s 3-wheel
flagship model.

2. Big Red wheel.
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to the market with the goal of
having a low-cost alternative. His
first attempt, the model 2020, was
admittedly a disaster. The lock
had at least one design defect
which caused early lock failures
in as little as 1,000 openings.
With this, it was back to the
drawing board. Mike completely
redesigned the lock, and came to
market over the course of 2 years
in 2009 with the new reintroduced model, the 2030, (photos 1,
2 & 3). In design the lock almost
identically resembles the S&G
6730. Some notable differences
include the bright red wheels,
holes in the lever, a somewhat
thicker case, and a stainless steel
spline key.
The significant difference,
however, is Big Red’s “Deadloc
Technology,” a patent-pending
feature of the wheels, (photos
4). The Big Red wheels offer a unique design in the way
the inner an outer wheels mate
together. A required function of
key-change combination locks
is for the change key to separate
the inner and outer wheel halves
by spreading the locking levers
with the inner wheel. Once held
apart, a new combination can
then be dialed before the two
halves are re-engaged by turning
the change key back.
A problem occasionally
encountered with key-change
combination locks is that the inner and outer parts of the wheels
slip, causing a lockout condition
when a wheel moves a couple
of numbers away from what it

3. Big Red UL Group 2 rating.

4. Big Red deadloc wheel design.

was set to. Big Red tested its
wheels against the competitors,
and reports its wheels to be able
to resist between 100 and 175
inch pounds of torque. Big Red
reports that others can resist
between 40 and 75 inch pounds,

5. The manipulation-resistant
CLD-3M model.

identical to what you are already
familiar with. Drill points are the
same, and manipulation would
be attempted in the same manor.
The 2040 is the same lock but in
a four-wheel configuration.

6. Big Red UP Group 2M rating.

case designed to resist lock bolt
punching, (photos 8, 9, & 10).
Soon, safe techs are bound
to run into Big Red locks more
and more in the field. Various

7. The white plastic arm keeps the
lever off the wheel pack except when
the drive cam is precisely positioned.

8. The soon-to-be-released CDL3 model, featuring increased
protection from lock bolt punching attacks.

with some resisting as little as 18
inch pounds. With regard to endurance, Big Red reports that its
2030 can reach between 70 and
100 thousand complete openings
without experiencing a failure.
UL requires 10,000 openings, as
tested by simulated dialing.
From a service perspective,
the model 2030 lock is essentially

Big Red also offers specialty
Group 2M manipulation resistant
models, the 2030M, (photo 5 &
6) and 2040M. The lever is held
up off the wheel pack during
most of the dialing process. This
is accomplished with a plastic
support fixed to the lock case
and connected to the lever via a
spring. A raised pin on the drive
cam engages this plastic support
to pull the lever down into the
drive cam and wheel pack, the
design of which deters conventional manipulation by making
it difficult to take contact point
readings, (photos 7a, 7b, & 7c).
So what’s next for Big Red Safe
Locks? Mike sent me a sample of
a lock which hasn’t been released
yet, the CDL-3, or “Commercial
Duty” lock. This is very similar to
the 2030 except for a reinforced
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9. Reinforced case design.

10. CDL-3 bolt.

safe manufacturers, including
US-based gun safe manufacturers
and even AMSEC, have taken to
using these locks on their safes.
For more information on
Big Red Safe Locks:
Phone: 877.423.8073,
Fax: 760.746.5636,
Web: www.bigredsafelocks.com
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